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his distinc亡ive m乱ange of highly skilled realism and

emotionally charged, COIorful strokes of abstraction.

His remarkable paintings are technically sophisticated

yet playful, re宜ned yet l0OSe二winning combination

that has gained him mueh recognition・ His mastery

lies not only in striking this di組oult balance, but also

in his sense of composition and c○lor which play an

a important role in the overal=ook of his works. Ådept

‘t in all subjects including still life, landscape and the
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figure, Ho is not bound to a single genre′ but views

painting as c.apturing a moment, Or the light dappling

on a丘gure in the landsc.ape, and conveying the "visual

excitement,’that appeals to him as an a正st.

His ability to work in many di紐erent genres and

mediums鵜from oil to watercoIor, WOOd working and

painting on silk-gives him the freedom to best capture

what he sees, eXPerimenting with these mediums in

order to best express his innate creativity. Ho has won

numerous awards, holds “master’’status in the top art

organizations in Åmerica′ and has exhibited in fine art

museums throughout the world・ He will be featured



in a joint show with Scott Christensen

titled 7Wo Peγape。tZves at the Museum of

Westem Årt in Kerrville, Texas, from July

20 through September 21.

Aれ月助克Cαl耽りtん

Ho was bom in Hue, Vietnam, in 1963.

His earliest memories are of the war, and

although he was only about 4 and did

not truly understand the sign誼c.ance of

What was going on around him, it grea亡ly

impacted his life. His father was captured

as a prisoner ofwar in 1975 and, at the age

of 12, Ho, his mother and his six siblings

immigrated to the United States only one

day before Saigon fell to the communist

forces. In 1982, his mother passed away

as a result of a car accident, leaving Ho

in charge as the oldest sibling. Å Dutch-

Åmerican couple living in Denver had been

their sponsors, helping his mother and the

children acclimate to life in Åmerica. Ho

Calls them his guardian angels to this day

He had always Ioved drawing and, in the

Stable environment they provided, WaS

encouraged to follow his creative talent.

Åt 16, he had his鼻rst one-man Show at

Tomorrow’s Masters gallery in Denver, an

incredible opportunity for a young man.
“Most of the works were pencil drawings

and pen and inks around $1OO, but we sold

much ofthe show, and it was more money

than I could imagine,’’recalls Quang. ``I had

been working for minimum wage at $3.5O

an hour, WaShing dishes and sweeping

classroom floors in between soccer, home-

work and being the editor of the school

newspaper.’’He soon received a scholar-

Ship to attend the CoIorado Institute of Årt,

where he studied under artist Ren6 Bruhin.
`As luek would have it, the greatest mentor

I could ever have hoped for was the direc'tOr

of the life drawing program there;’says Ho.

`Although I was top of the class in drawing,

[Bruhin] demonstrated to me after a year

into the program that I knew nothing about

painting. That sta虹ed me down the path of

discovering what painting rea11y meant far
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Mzl/n。焔tchen, 2009, O= on canvas, 20 x 20’“

above just the ability to draw.’’Graduating

in 1985 with the Best Portfolio Åward, Ho

was on his way to beeoming a professional

illustrator, and later a fine artist. Despite

the enormous success he was to ac.hieve,

Ho has always remained generous, kind

and aware of his humble beginnings,

上もα rless

The a正st spent丘ve years working as an

illustrator, having his art featured in the

J?lustrαtOγS Aれれuαl and later at the Museum

of Åmerican I11ustrations. He explains how

he dove, Without fear, into the world of art.
``I had no preconceptions, nO thoughts of

failures mor success. Thinking back, that
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1惚y αdvice fo α妙yO脇g αrtists is fo drαW硯弱

るt becomes secoれd 7tα蝕re,離e breαt厨ng.勅e7t

read α7?d wonde7; αSk questto鵬αれd never融摘庇o

α妙O7te七bel!ef?yS亡em. Jfposs謝e,缶ue s!m融′ SO

you cα7記el,Ote yOu高ime fo del,elaping your αr己・"

was the key, that I somehow had no fear

of success or failure. It was quite imocent

actually. Someone told me that artists are

a dime a dozen but it didn’t matter to me,

nor did how much money I could make, Or

should make. I never c.onsidered a backup

plan in case things didn’t work out. I felt,

I suppose, that whatever I made as an a正st

I would just live within those means.’’

His free time was spent painting and

drawing. Eventually he had a body of

work and was asked by a local gallery to

be in their holiday exhibit. He was already

gaining recognition for his natural and



5ummerAmangement, 2009, O= on canvas, 36 x 36“i

increasingly re鼻ned talent, rare at SuCh a

young age and a dream for any artist.

Ho’s career took o鮎swiftly. In 1991, he

was featured in Soutんwest Aγt magaZine

and the DeれVeγ Post published an article

about his life, both of which helped him

reach new collectors and expand his clien-

tele beyond Colorado,
“I was approached by Saks Gallery in

[Denver’s Cherry Creek neighborhood]

to have a soIo show,’’he says. “The show

WaS a SmaShing success as we sold over

3O paintings. The success continued

so, SOOn after, I felt I would rather be

painting than continue with illustrations

so I made the transition quite smoothly

around 1991.’’Ho was about 25 When he

decided to pursue painting full time and

he felt fortunate to live in an area that

COuld support his talent.

Despite all the amazing opportunities

that came knoc.king on his door, he was

able to remain free in his mind and create

without expectations. “My circumstances

growing up made me grateful for any kind

of success whatsoever, and it was nevei

important to me to reach for the biggest

galleries or successes,” he says. “Those

Were ideas I simply did not carry around.

The freedom to paint without restrictions

of any kind was most important me.”

Su坊ects

Ho is a virtuoso and able to paint

anything, but he views his subjects more

as abstract shapes rather than what it

actually is. “Ironically, One Of the things

that give my paintings strength is based

entirely on the abstract principles,’’he

SayS. “I don’t see things representationally

Or Choose a particular subject…I see the

world as shapes, Values, COIors, teXtureS,

and lines...these are all abstract elements.

Onlywhen we give names to what we see

do they become objects. Whatever moves

me intellectually and emotionally is my

Subject matter. It could be something

aesthetically beautiful, Or it could be

SOmething as simple as wondering what

WOuld happen if I used one unusual coIor

next to another unexpected coIor.’’

His paintings are rarely narrative in

nature or contain a specific message but are

rather a universal expIoration of harmony

and beauty. “I’ve never been moved by a

StOry in a painting, Only by the elements

that came together in a painting to make

a hamonious whole, Which successfully

COnVeyed what the artist was moved by,’’

he says. “The subject matter in my paint-

ings has changed over the years as my

understanding of the world has changed.’’

S少Ie

It’s not easy to label Quang’s work, nOr

WOuld he be content with just one descrip-

tion of it but, When pressed to choose, he

SayS Perhaps “expressionist” fits his style

best. “It doesn’t matter if I work vigorously

expressive or realistically, the flow of the

eye through the painting, how it rests, how

it moves, how it stops is very important to

me,” he explains. “It is about rhythm and

movement, Even a quiet painting, like a

VemeeI; Can be very expressive.’’

His style reveals itself in his process.
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砂Mountain S意re。m, 201 7, Oi1 0n Panei, 60 x 60一’

It starts with a faint impulse to expIore

an idea. “My碇gure in the forest’series

started with a thought: ’I wonder what

would happen if I painted a figure in

nature, SO that the elements all melt

t9gether like wax?, It took many years

before I finally painted one painting

that achieved tha士result. I wanted the

painting砂Mo硯tαZ7t Streαm tO be so

thick and layered that to stand next to

it you could experien。e it in a tactile

m a nner,JI

Ho almost never starts a painting with

line d玲Wings. Instead, he masses in

shapes and makes them more detailed
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as he works from the general to specific.
“Drawing is nothing more than the

description of shapes but lines tend to be

restrictive for me. I see masses of shapes

and note that lights, darks and medium

values are the thing that gives unity to

the big picture, then the details know

which context to a_lign to and recogniz-

able forms take shape.” One painting he

was particularly satisfied with is Summeγ

月γrαngeme証from a 2OO9 sOIo show in

Denver. “There are few paintings that

occasionally will paint themselves,’’he

says. “王very note was just right and full

of life."

P脇os呼砂αれd Ⅵs王oれ

Quang Ho’s success lies not only in his

technical mastery of mediums but in

his overall philosophy on creating art.
“I see the entire history of painting broken

into eight di鮎erent visual approaches or

categories which inc'lude every type of

art from Renaissance to Rembrandt, the

Impressionists to Japanese woodblock

prints, tO Van Gogh, Pic'aSSO, the abstract

expressionists,” he says. “When I paint,

there is always an awareness of this art

history-all the movements, Philosophies

and styles of the artists who paved the way

before me. I might look at Japanese work



for design and shapes, tO Rembrandt for

light logic and texture, tO Van Gogh for

design, COIor and pattem, etC.. Each has

something to teach us and incorporate

in our own work. There are so many great

works being done today. The intemet

further unites us and shows us in real time

what is being done. We are being fed by

each other and we’re being pushed along

by each other. It’s great.’’

When asked to talk about a recent

painting of his son Liam, Ho says, “In

Lねm’s Dγeαm I am breaking into imagi-

nativeQPainting and don’t know where it

will leed me exactly, but it has opened

new windows for certain. I am combining

both formalism and abstraction. This

is our son, Liam, naPPing in my studio

while I paint. I’ve just nestled him into an

imaginary landscape.’’

It is this clever mix of abstraction and

realism that makes Ho’s work stand out

and diffi。ult to imitate by others-eVen

himself. It’s about being there in the

moment with your subject, COmbining

years of knowledge, teChnical experi-

enc.e with paint, and then adding your

emotions. Quang has achieved Master

status in the Åmerican Impressionist

Society, reCeived awards from the Portrait

Society of Åmerica, and has been featured

in many publications, and prestigious

gallery and museum exhibitions. He has

produced a number of teaching DVDs,

and lec.tures and teaches workshops

around the world. He is currently working

on a book about his philosophy and work.

He lives and works in Pennsylvania with

his talented artist wife Ådrienne Stein and

their young son Liam.

When asked how he would best like

to be known, he humbly replies, “I don’t

know, maybe as the a証st who did his best

at trying to follow the call to expIore the

depths of great painting.” '
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